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Abstract12

Lightning is a ubiquitous source of infrasound. To study lightning flashes, thun-13

der measurement efficiently complements electromagnetic observation. Using acousti-14

cal arrays, time delays between sensors inform on the direction of sound arrival, while15

the difference between emission time and sound arrival provides the source distance. Com-16

bining the two allows a geometrical reconstruction of individual lightning flashes, each17

viewed as a set of sound point sources. The measured sound amplitude can also be back-18

propagated, compensating for absorption and density stratification. This allows to eval-19

uate the acoustical power of each detected source, and the total power of an individual20

flash. This methodology is carried out to analyze data from two campaigns in South-21

ern continental France (HyMeX-SOP1, 2012) and in Corsica (EXAEDRE, 2018). Acous-22

tic reconstruction is compared with ground and altitude localizations provided respec-23

tively by electromagnetic low frequency range Lightning Location Systems (LLS), and24

very high frequency range Lightning Mapping Array (LMA). In Corsica, power from re-25

constructed sources is also forward-propagated towards several isolated microphones, and26

compared to measured signal, giving an additional validation of the power evaluation.27

Seventy eight events from the two campaigns are analyzed, including negative and pos-28

itive cloud-to-ground discharges and intracloud ones. The analysis outlines the method29

efficiency and the strong variability of lightning as sound sources in terms of both power30

spatial distribution and overall value. Lastly, the correlation of this later with electri-31

cal parameters is investigated, either peak current (provided by LLS) or Charge Moment32

Change, resulting from broadband Extremely Low Frequency (ELF) measurements.33

Plain Language Summary34

Lightning is a very powerful event generated by the electric activity inside the clouds.35

The discharges can occur either inside thunder clouds or connect cloud to ground. The36

energy generated by a flash is quite difficult to measure or estimate, and its value is still37

very discussed. Most of the estimations are made by analysing the optical and electric38

emissions of the flashes, and it appears that it spreads among a wide range of values. As39

lightning flashes heat up their surrounding air very quickly, they generate a sound that40

can be detected a few dozen kilometers around. This thunder can be measured by sev-41

eral microphones and processed numerically to reconstruct the 3D shape of the lightning42

that caused it. The method we use allows to obtain the total power of each detected flash,43

which seems also very variable. This method also describes the spatial distribution of44

the power inside each flash. Surprisingly, in most cases, the thunder is not emitted with45

the same intensity at all by every portions of the lightning. On the contrary, there can46

be a high variability of the sound power of the different parts of the same lighting flash.47

Introduction48

Thunder has been investigated since the 1960s, with a view to detect, reconstruct49

and characterize lightning as an acoustical source. Lightning flashes can be described50

by numerous variables, among them their total energy per unit length (El) which is used51

in theoretical and numerical models. It can be estimated experimentally by several meth-52

ods (optics, acoustics or electromagnetics), but its value still remains much discussed.53

Rakov and Uman (2003) summarize results of previous estimations in their Table 12.1,54

showing this parameter spreads over four orders of magnitude, from 2 J.cm−1 (Plooster,55

1971) to 20, 000 J.cm−1 (M. Uman, 1987).56

Acoustical measurements of the total energy of a lightning stroke are mostly based57

on the model of Few (1969). It describes the lightning channel as a tiny volume of gas58

around the ionized channel in which this total energy is injected instantaneously (with-59

out specifying its origin). This leads to a sharp increase in temperature and pressure that60
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expands as a strong shock wave into the surrounding air. The strong shock decays into61

a weak shock, then into an acoustical wave propagating in the atmosphere (Brode, 1959;62

Few et al., 1967). Taking into account the channel tortuosity leads to assimilate the light-63

ning as a set of point sources regularly distributed along the geometry of the channel (the64

so-called ”string-of-pearl” model), each source being described by this model of strong-65

to-weak shock transition. In particular, the model provides a relationship between the66

measurable peak frequency fm of the thunder power spectrum, and the total injected67

energy per unit length: fm = 0.63c0
√
Patm/El where Patm and c0 are the ambient pres-68

sure and sound speed.69

The only direct measurement of the total injected energy was achieved for 4-meter70

long air sparks whose electrical power and energy inputs (about 50 J.cm−1) were con-71

trolled (Krider et al., 1968; Dawson et al., 1968). Dawson et al. (1968) obtain empiri-72

cally the relationship fm = c0
√
Patm/El, very similar to the one proposed by Few (1969).73

Krider et al. (1968) study the same kind of sparks while also quantifying optically their74

radiated power. Knowing the total energy input, they calculate an optical efficiency of75

0.8%. They then use this factor to deduce the total energy per unit length of a natural76

lightning from an optical observation, finding a value of 2300 J.cm−1. However, this value77

relies on the questionable assumption of a constant optical efficiency applicable for both78

air-sparks and natural lightning. Holmes et al. (1971) calculate the acoustical energy of79

11 lightning flashes from microphone measurements by temporally integrating the mea-80

sured power flux, assuming (i) the signal from each temporal window emanates from a81

single point source, in agreement with Few (1969), and (ii) a homogeneous and non-absorbing82

atmosphere. This approach is used also by Johnson et al. (2011) on 24 flashes, showing83

a thunder energy variability of two orders of magnitude. Comparing with the total en-84

ergy values found by Krider et al. (1968), Holmes et al. get an acoustical efficiency of85

0.18% (the ratio of total energy converted into acoustic one). Again, this value is con-86

troversial (Rakov & Uman, 2003) (see section 11.2.4 p.377, mentioning values up to 20%).87

Depasse (1994) estimates the total acoustical energy of 12 triggered lightning flashes us-88

ing their power spectrum measured with a microphone 70 m away, and Few’s relation-89

ship between frequency and energy. He gets values between 10 and 1000 J.cm−1. He also90

shows a good correlation (with a correlation factor of 0.76) between the acoustic energy91

per unit volume measured at the microphone and the specific energy Ee =
∫
I2(t)dt,92

where I(t) is the lightning current. This is the first convincing attempt to correlate acous-93

tic and electric energies of a lightning stroke. A similar correlation (with a correlation94

factor of 0.978) is obtained recently by Wang et al. (2022) for a single triggered light-95

ning flash leading to 13 successive return strokes acoustically observed at 130 m. Other96

correlations with peak overpressure or acoustic signal duration on the one side and peak97

current on the other side, are also reported by these authors. Lacroix et al. (2018) out-98

line a possible correlation between received acoustic energy and charge moment change99

(CMC, see section 1.1.3) or impulse charge moment change (iCMC) but only for seven100

intense positive cloud-to-ground discharges (+CGs), which all lead to sprites (Soula et101

al., 2015) occurring between 40 km and 90 km height. Novoselov et al. (2022) also ob-102

serve a correlation between vertical displacement of seismic sensors recording thunder103

and peak current, again for +CGs only.104

Few’s string-of-pearl model is linked to the tortuosity of the lightning channel. The105

influence of this one on the acoustic emission has been studied by several authors. For106

negative cloud-to-ground discharges (-CGs), the tortuosity has been quantified by the107

observations of Hill (1968); Levine and Gilson (1984); Glassner (2000). This description108

is used by Ribner and Roy (1982) to propose a numerical model of thunder, assuming109

a homogeneous distribution of point sources along the tortuous channel, each emitting110

the same empirically determined weak-shock N-wave. The resulting pressure time wave-111

forms and spectra are compared to observations. Lacroix et al. (2019) extends this ap-112

proach by using an input temporal waveform resulting from radiation-hydrodynamics113

simulations in one-dimensional cylindrical geometry (Ripoll, Zinn, Jeffery, & Colestock,114
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2014; Ripoll, Zinn, Colestock, & Jeffery, 2014), for three different injected energies of 4,115

28 and 60 J.cm−1. Seventy-two simulated return stroke channels of randomly generated116

geometry are compared with 36 return strokes measured at distances between 300 m and117

20 km. A good agreement is found for the injected energies, and the range dependence118

shows the existence of two regimes of propagation: a cylindrical near-field divergence be-119

low ∼ 3600 m, and a spherical far-field divergence beyond. Arechiga et al. (2011) use120

electromagnetic detections of two triggered lightning flashes in the radio frequency (RF)121

range, provided by a Lightning Mapping Array (LMA), which consists of networked an-122

tennas that detect and locate RF pulses produced by ionization events in stepped lead-123

ers (Rison et al., 1999). These LMA detections are then considered as identical sources124

of empirically determined acoustic impulses, the resulting signal being compared to the125

measured one. Anderson et al. (2014) reconstruct the tortuous geometry of six natural126

flashes (two CGs and four intracloud ones (ICs)), with a separation of multiple channels.127

This geometry is identified using LMA RF detections. Then, time backward connections128

of these detections are performed, and different branching channels are identified. Each129

channel is discretized as a set of acoustical point sources with the assumption of homo-130

geneous energy distribution. Their relative energy densities are estimated with an op-131

timization method between the simulated and measured acoustical power envelopes. Acous-132

tic energy per unit length is evaluated between 0.02 and 1.6 J.m−1, but only in the nar-133

row [6− 12] Hz frequency range.134

Meanwhile, lightning can also be reconstructed from acoustic measurements. The135

general principle was proposed by (Few, 1970; Few & Teer, 1974; MacGorman et al., 1981).136

The lightning is decomposed as a set of point sources of thunder according to Huygens137

principle. The time delay between an array of microphones allows to determine the az-138

imuth and elevation angles of each coherent acoustic arrival at the array, while the dif-139

ference between acoustical time of arrival and electromagnetic time of emission provides140

the propagation distance between the barycenter of the array and each source. The ini-141

tial method accounted for heterogeneous atmosphere, using ray tracing to localize the142

acoustical sources. Nevertheless, good results were found in (Arechiga et al., 2011) for143

simple propagation (e.g. assuming constant and homogeneous sound velocity with no144

wind), with a validation by comparison to LMA detections. This was confirmed recently145

by Gallin et al. (2016), showing statistically that this process with the assumption of a146

homogeneous and quiescent atmosphere, well matches the LMA reconstruction of the147

lower and upper charged layers in the clouds for sources at distances less than 10 km. More-148

over, it also allows to reconstruct one or several lightning strokes between the cloud and149

the ground (Lacroix et al., 2018), in good correlation with the ground LLS locations.150

According to this literature review, the acoustical energy emitted at the source by151

lightning has been estimated directly by back-propagation of the overall signal by Holmes152

et al. (1971) and Johnson et al. (2011). In parallel, acoustical reconstruction methods153

based on the coherent signal only have been proved to efficiently localize acoustic sources,154

either within the clouds or within the lightning strokes (Few, 1970; MacGorman et al.,155

1981; Arechiga et al., 2011; Gallin et al., 2016). However, the combination of reconstruc-156

tion methods with back-propagation of the measured signal has, to our knowledge, never157

been used to quantify directly the acoustical energy of a lightning flash and its spatial158

distribution. In particular, it will allow to compensate for both atmospheric absorption159

and density stratification, two factors that will be proven here to strongly influence thun-160

der power. This is the purpose of the present work.161

First, in section 1 we present the two measurement campaigns that took place in162

2012 and 2018 in Southern France, and the corresponding acoustical and electromagnetic163

data of interest. Then section 2 introduces the methodology for evaluating acoustical power,164

first by recalling the principle of acoustical reconstruction of individual flashes, and then165

by back-propagating the thunder signal from the acoustical array to its source, so as to166

quantify the acoustical power. In the following section 3, several cases of power distri-167
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butions from both campaigns are discussed, with power distribution analyzed with the168

help of electromagnetic detections. Section 4 examines the distribution of total acous-169

tical power observed for our overall database of 78 events and quantifies the new elements170

we take into account (signal coherency, absorption and density stratification) compared171

to literature. The last section 5 examines the correlation between measured acoustical172

power and electrical parameters.173

1 Experimental setup and available data174

Several types of data were used for this study, including both acoustic and elec-175

tromagnetic measurements of lightning, as well as meteorological data.176

1.1 Experimental setup177

1.1.1 Acoustical measurements178

Acoustic measurements have been carried out by CEA (Commissariat à l’Energie179

Atomique et aux Energies Alternatives) over the last ten years to characterize thunder180

as part of two campaigns of HyMeX (HYdrological cycle in the Mediterranean EXper-181

iment) project (Drobinski et al., 2014). The first one, named SOP1, took place during182

the fall of 2012 in the Cévennes region (southern continental France, see figure 1) (Ducrocq183

et al., 2014; Defer et al., 2015). The second one, named EXAEDRE (EXploiting new At-184

mospheric Electricity Data for Research and the Environment) (EXAEDRE , 2018) oc-185

curred during autumn 2018 in Corsica island. For both, acoustic measurements have been186

carried out with a mini-array (labeled ”AA” for Acoustic Array) of four microphones (50 m-187

side triangle for SOP1, 30 m-side triangle for EXAEDRE), with three microphones at188

the triangle apex and the fourth one approximately at their barycenter. Microphones189

were MCB2006 of bandwidth [10−1 − 104] Hz (Lacroix et al., 2018), with a sampling190

frequency fs = 500 Hz for SOP1, fs = 250 Hz for EXAEDRE. The data were time-191

stamped using GPS. For EXAEDRE only, AA was complemented by eight isolated mi-192

crophones (noted SAn, n = 1 to 8 for Standalone Array) distributed in a radius of 10 km193

around the ”AA” mini-array. The SA microphones were prototypes of SIS-1 sensor also194

sampled at fs = 250 Hz. Their data-sheet can be found at (MB3a Analog Infrasound195

Sensor , 2022). A permanent meteorological station was located at about 3100 m from196

AA at Alistro semaphore. In addition, an anemometer was co-localised with AA. The GPS197

coordinates of the four AA microphones, the eight SA microphones and Alistro meteoro-198

logical station are provided in table 1. GPS coordinates of SOP1 sensors can be found199

in (Gallin et al., 2016). SOP1 and EXAEDRE AA and SA data are available in databases200

(Farges, 2023a, 2023b).201

1.1.2 Lightning location networks202

During SOP1 and EXAEDRE campaigns, lightning information were available thanks203

to two kinds of electromagnetic detection systems. Firstly, typical Lightning Location204

Systems (LLS) measure the low frequency (LF, 1 to 350 kHz) electromagnetic waves with205

several stations detecting lightning flashes and giving their time, location (latitude, lon-206

gitude, error dR(in km)), peak current Imax(kA), negative/positive polarity and type207

of discharge: Cloud-to-Ground (CG) or long IntraCloud (IC). EUCLID (European Co-208

operation for Lightning Detection) (Schulz et al., 2016) was used during SOP1 campaign,209

while the French LLS Météorage (Pdeboy, 2015) provided similar LF data during EX-210

AEDRE campaign. Note that tables S1 and S2 in Supporting Information show error211

values in the order of a kilometer, in agreement with the median value 1.1 km of the over-212

all storm (about 100,000 flashes). Secondly, networks of 12 antennas detecting in the very213

high frequency range (VHF, 60 to 66 MHz) were used. They measure the radiation from214

leaders and intracloud discharges, which occur mostly inside the thundercloud. They pro-215
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Table 1: Location of EXAEDRE sensors

EXAEDRE lat [◦E] lon [◦N] altitude [m]

AA 42.2817 9.5198 38
SA 1 42.3287 9.5041 140
SA 2 42.3007 9.5106 182
SA 3 42.2970 9.4891 216
SA 4 42.2858 9.4873 258
SA 5 42.2547 9.4843 155
SA 6 42.2349 9.4517 174
SA 7 42.2497 9.5513 12
SA 8 42.2144 9.5531 2

Alistro 42.2580 9.5400 74

vide the 3D location of these discharges with an accuracy of few meters (Thomas et al.,216

2004; Coquillat et al., 2019). During SOP1, the HyMeX Lightning Mapping Array (HyLMA)217

has been purposely deployed (Defer et al., 2015). During EXAEDRE, an equivalent LMA218

system, named SAETTA (Suivi de l’Activité Electrique Tridimensionnelle Totale de l’Atmosphère)219

was available (Coquillat et al., 2019) .220

The WWLLN (World Wide Lightning Location Network) provides, since 2003, elec-221

tromagnetic energy measurements also in the VLF range (Hutchins et al., 2012; Holz-222

worth et al., 2019). VLF radio electromagnetic waves emitted by lightning flashes are223

recorded by electric field antennas. A few dozens of sensors (11 in 2003, more than 70224

since 2013) are sufficient to cover most of the globe with a median location accuracy of225

about 10 km, and give a detection efficiency of about 10% to 20% for typical flashes -226

and up to 80% for discharges of peak current above 50 kA. Thus, the WWLLN usually227

detects one return stroke per flash.228

1.1.3 Broadband ELF measurements229

In this study we also use the data from a broadband ELF (Extremely Low Frequency)230

measurement system developed at the AGH University of Science and Technology. It is231

installed at the Hylaty geophysical station in the Bieszczady mountains in Poland (49.19◦N,232

22.55◦E), at 1493 km from SOP1 AA array and 1260 km from EXAEDRE one. Compared233

to the previous generation equipment at the time of SOP1, the new active magnetic an-234

tennas available during EXAEDRE have a broader frequency range (0.02 Hz to 1.1 kHz),235

which allows to obtain a higher signal-to-noise ratio. As a result, it is possible to mea-236

sure discharges that were too weak to be identifiable during SOP1. Additionally, the re-237

ceiver features a Bessel anti-aliasing filter which does not distort the recorded waveform.238

The current moment waveform and charge moment change (CMC) are reconstructed from239

the measurements using the method presented by Mlynarczyk et al. (2015). It is an in-240

verse method that enables us to reconstruct the current moment at the source by tak-241

ing into account the frequency dependent propagation velocity and attenuation of ELF242

electromagnetic waves based on the model described by Kuak and Mynarczyk (2011).243

Once the lightning associated with the acoustic measurement has been identified, we re-244

construct the current moment waveform and calculate two key parameters: the total CMC245

and the impulse charge moment change (iCMC). The CMC is an electrical parameter246

of a lightning flash which is a good characterization of the electric energy inside a flash,247

as shown by Pasko et al. (1997). The total CMC is obtained by integrating the whole248

current moment waveform associated with the lightning discharge, including its contin-249
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uing current. Therefore, it provides the total charge lowered to the ground, multiplied250

by the lightning channel length. The iCMC characterizes the electric charge transported251

by the rapidly changing part of the stroke (Berger, 1975). The iCMC is directly propor-252

tional to the peak amplitude of the magnetic field component measured by an ELF re-253

ceiver (Kulak et al., 2012). It can also be obtained by integrating the first two millisec-254

onds of the rapidly changing part of the current moment waveform (Cummer & Lyons,255

2004).256

To summarize, the available data set is composed of (i) acoustic pressure at each257

microphone (AA and SA) (Farges, 2023a, 2023b), (ii) Météorage and EUCLID report (date,258

latitude, longitude, peak current Imax, polarity, type CG/IC) (Schulz, 2013), (iii) LMA259

reconstruction (date, latitude, longitude, altitude, VHF energy) (Rison, 2012; Defer et260

al., 2021), (iv) ELF measurement and inferred CMC/iCMC, (v) temperature, wind speed261

and humidity at meteorological station.262

1.2 Investigated storms263

During the EXAEDRE campaign, at least two thunderstorms passed over or near264

(within a range of 25 km) the AA station. The first one occurred on September 17th,265

2018 with a very dense activity between 11 am and 2 pm, with almost 1.5 CG/hr/km2.266

Among all LLS detections, there are 20% of CGs and 80% of ICs. Note that all hours267

in this paper are given in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). Local time is UTC+2.268

Météorage detected 1,880 CG events in a 25 km radius, 845 CG events in a 10 km ra-269

dius. Then, on October 2nd, 2018 a second storm between 2 pm and 4 pm had a much270

lower activity: almost 0.2 CG/hr/km2, the CGs corresponding to 4% of all the detections.271

Météorage detected 131 CG events in a 25 km radius, 25 CG events only in a 10 km ra-272

dius. For these two storms, we analyze acoustically 43 flash events according to the fol-273

lowing criteria: (i) Météorage detection less than 10km away from AA in order to enable274

a precise acoustical reconstruction (Gallin et al., 2016); (ii) no masking by another flash275

whose sound would arrive approximately at the same time (two events must be acous-276

tically separated by at least 20 s); (iii) a sufficient signal (peak pressure above about277

0.1 Pa). The no-masking criteria is by far the most constraining one, leading to inves-278

tigate only 43 events out of a total of 870 CGs within 10 km around AA (a ratio of 4.9%).279

We also re-analyze 35 flash events from the SOP1 campaign of the October 22-23280

and October 26, 2012 thunderstorms, examples of which have been previously shown by281

Gallin et al. (2016) and Lacroix et al. (2018). For this campaign, the investigated storms282

were of very weak activity (8.6×10−4 CG/hr/km2, corresponding to 12.5% of all the de-283

tections for the most active part of the 22-23 October thunderstorm, and 5.6×10−2 CG/hr/km2284

corresponding to 78% of all the detections for the most active period of the 26 October).285

This low rate allows to reconstruct flashes acoustically well separated in time, a crite-286

ria similar to the second one used for EXAEDRE. Note however that some events up to287

30 km from the acoustical array have been reconstructed (Gallin et al., 2016). The char-288

acteristics of the 78 studied flash events are reported in Large Table S1 provided in Sup-289

porting Information.290

2 Methodology291

2.1 Reconstruction292

In this study, the PMCC algorithm (Progressive Multichannel Cross Correlation)293

is used to detect coherent waves coming from lightning flashes. The time delays between294

the sensors, used to obtain the arrival angle of the incident wave fronts, are obtained by295

correlating the signals of the various microphones of AA by frequency narrow-bands on296

sliding time windows (Cansi, 1995; Cansi & Le Pichon, 2008). The algorithm is used with297

a logarithmic distribution of the frequency bands, and variable time windows duration298
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Figure 1: Location of experimental setup for SOP1 and EXAEDRE field campaigns.
Dots: VHF electromagnetic antennas of the lightning locating systems for SOP1 (HyMeX-
LMA, red) and for EXAEDRE (SAETTA, orange). Black stars: acoustical arrays AA.
Black dots numbered from 1 to 8: EXAEDRE isolated sensors SA.

depending on each frequency band (e.g. 8.2 s for [1 − 1.2] Hz and 1.0 s for [19.05 −299

22.90] Hz or higher). Time windows have an overlapping rate of 90%. Detailed param-300

eters are provided in Table A1 of Appendix A. A coherent acoustic detection, labeled301

as a source, is referred by a unique couple {F ;T} of mean frequency and time intervals302

of detection at the location of the mini-array AA. For each of these detections, PMCC303

algorithm provides its azimuth angle A (measured clockwise relative to North), its trace304

velocity Vh, and its RMS (root mean square) pressure P0. The elevation angle E rela-305

tive to the horizontal plane is deduced from the ground sound speed c0 with: E = cos−1(c0/Vh).306

The wave propagation time from the source within the flash to the array AA is the dif-307

ference between the measured arrival time T at the array and the time of occurrence of308

the flash tEM , provided by the LLS: ∆t = T − tEM . Note that tEM is considered as309

identical for all the sources of the same flash, as the electric discharge in the lightning310

is virtually instantaneous from an acoustical point of view. In general, for a single flash,311

the LLS provides several cloud-to-ground detections produced within a short time in-312

terval (typically 1 s). The reference one chosen for tEM is the first CG or, in case of pure313

ICs, the most intense one in terms of peak current. As for most studies (Holmes et al.,314

1971; Arechiga et al., 2011; Gallin et al., 2016; Lacroix et al., 2018), we assume a con-315

stant propagation speed equal to the ground sound speed, to calculate the distance r0316

between each source and AA: r0 = c0 ×∆t).317

For each coherent detected acoustical source found with PMCC algorithm, the Carte-318

sian spatial coordinates are given by the projection319

x = r0 cosE sinA

y = r0 cosE cosA (1)

z = r0 sinE,

–8–
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Figure 2: a) from top to bottom: azimuth, elevation and rms pressure detected as co-
herent by PMCC algorithm as function of detection time relative to emission (horizontal
scale) and of frequency (color scale) for event E.4 (2018-09-17 11:55:56:758). b) : corre-
sponding 3D reconstruction of PMCC sources, colored by relative time. Ground triangles
: Météorage LF CG detections. Black circle : one particular source point selected to il-
lustrate azimuth (A), elevation (E) and distance r0 from microphone array (black star).
Black points: all PMCC-detected sources emitted at the same time window as this point,
and their horizontal and vertical projections. For comparison, blue ground circles are
Météorage uncertainty for ground return strokes. Spatial coordinates are given by x: W-E
direction, y: S-N direction, z: Altitude.
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with x the distance to the array AA in the West-East direction, y in the South-North di-320

rection and z the altitude.321

An example of the time (horizontal axis) and frequency (color scale) evolution of322

the three quantities (A,E, P0) is provided by the figure 2.a for event E.4 (17th Sept. 2018323

at 11:55.56.758), with the subsequent reconstruction visible on the figure 2.b. One ob-324

serves first arrivals from North direction, with an increasing elevation angle. Then about325

seven seconds later is detected a second set of arrivals, now from North-East and also326

increasing in altitude with time. The two sets merge about 12 seconds after the first ar-327

rivals (∆t = 17 s), in the north-east direction (52◦). The reconstruction shows indeed328

two vertical return strokes well localized above the LLS Météorage detections, connected329

by a rather horizontal intracloud layer. In terms of detected rms pressure, the first ar-330

rivals, corresponding to the lower part of the first return stroke, are clearly the most in-331

tense ones, leading to a peak in the rms pressure followed by several bumps, two ema-332

nating from the second return stroke (those observed 12 and 15 seconds after emission).333

Also noticeable is the fact that the PMCC algorithm, which searches for coherent sources,334

can detect sources arriving almost at the same time (for instance yellow points in the335

figure 2.b arriving about 15 safter emission) but from two different zones, for yellow points336

at the top of the second return stroke and the intracloud region above the first one. From337

a frequency point of view, lower frequencies (blue points in the figure 2.a) are present338

all over the acoustical detection period. Higher frequencies (for instance brown points339

for the highest frequency band) are detected more intermittently, rarely within the in-340

tracloud. They are also localized with a higher precision so that the mid and high fre-341

quency sources overlap in the (A,E) curves. This is expected for return strokes as sources342

there are physically localized within the narrow ionized channel. Low frequencies are iden-343

tified with a lower precision, as their wavelength is larger than the 30 m size of the AA344

array (corresponding to frequencies around 10 Hz). This error is quantified on the lower345

figure by projecting (in the horizontal plane and in the vertical direction) all the sources346

detected during a single, particular time window T . One observes they spread horizon-347

tally by around 300 m, and 100 m vertically, an expected order of magnitude correspond-348

ing, for a speed of sound around 340 m/s, to the largest time window of 1s used for low-349

est frequencies. It is noticeable this error is nevertheless significantly much smaller than350

the one from LLS detections provided by Météorage (horizontal blue circles with a ra-351

dius of the order of 1 km). To be more general regarding acoustical sources localization352

near the ground, it turns out that 80% of all sources acoustically reconstructed below353

1 km of altitude for all investigated EXAEDRE events, are indeed within the uncertainty354

margin of Météorage ground detections. This good matching therefore validates the re-355

construction process of sources localization used for the evaluation of their power. In the356

intracloud region, with lower frequency emission, sources are also physically much more357

scattered, as was already shown by comparison with VHF sources observed there (Arechiga358

et al., 2011; Lacroix et al., 2018).359

2.2 Evaluation of acoustical power360

In order to evaluate the acoustical power of a detected point source, we compen-361

sate the RMS level detected by PMCC (P0) at the array for geometrical attenuation, at-362

mospheric density stratification and atmospheric absorption. For this in view, several363

assumptions must be done. First, the ground is assumed to be perfectly flat and rigid364

(low-frequency approximation (Attenborough, 1985)), so that the amplitude of the sig-365

nal measured at the AA network is doubled by ground reflection. Therefore the ampli-366

tude P0 must be divided by two. Second, we assume the source is a point source emit-367

ting a spherical wave in a homogeneous atmosphere. This assumption is coherent with368

the one used for the geometrical reconstruction. Hence, the amplitude of the sound wave369

decreases geometrically as the inverse of the propagation distance, r0, between the re-370

constructed source and the array (AA). Therefore, in the back-propagating phase, the371

amplitude has to be multiplied by r0. During its propagation, the wave undergoes phys-372

–10–
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ical absorption due mostly to molecular vibrational relaxation of diatomic nitrogen and373

oxygen molecules in the air. This process is dependent on the atmosphere humidity and374

temperature, and on the wave frequency (ISO 9613-1 , 2003). Both Bass (1980) and later375

Lacroix et al. (2019) outline the importance of absorption for thunder propagation. Be-376

cause of this absorption, the wave amplitude is exponentially decreasing with distance,377

and this has also to be compensated for back-propagation. At last, between the source378

and the ground and according to ray theory (Blokhintzev, 1946), pressure amplitude is379

also reduced by the ratio
√

ρ0(z)
ρ0(0)

where ρ0(z) is the density at altitude z of the source380

in the standard atmosphere (ICAO, 1993). This exponential decay of density with al-381

titude, which is quite stable regarding the meteorological situation, cannot be neglected382

for high altitude sources. For back-propagation, the inverse ratio
√

ρ0(0)
ρ0(z)

has therefore383

to be applied. This leads to the source pressure level Psrc of each detection384

Psrc =
1

2

r0
rref

√
ρ0(0)

ρ0(z)
exp(αr0)× P0. (2)

Coefficient α is the absorption coefficient (neper/m) according to the standard ISO-385

9613-1. It has been computed with the temperature corresponding to the selected speed386

of sound, and with a 70% humidity, a value measured at the beginning of each specific387

storm of EXAEDRE and also selected for SOP1 as done by Lacroix et al. (2018). The388

humidity tends obviously to increase during the storm, but simulations with a 95% hu-389

midity level lead to almost unchanged values. The frequency used for the computation390

of α is approximated as the window mean frequency F attributed by PMCC to the source.391

The quantity rref is introduced so that Psrc is homogeneous to a pressure and is cho-392

sen equal to 1 m. All these assumptions amounts to consider that the detected source393

is emitted at the instant tEM (identical for all acoustical sources of a same flash) with394

an acoustical signal of RMS level Psrc at r = rref in the considered frequency band.395

The black arrow of figure 2.b (3D reconstruction) illustrates this back-propagation396

for one reconstructed point source of event E.4. The computation of Psrc from each PMCC397

detection is then used to determine the acoustical power of each source defined by:398

P =
2πr2refP

2
src

Z0(z)
=

πr20
2Z0(0)

(
ρ0(0)

ρ0(z)

)2 (
P0
)2

exp(2αr0), (3)

where Z0(z) = ρ0(z)c0 is the acoustical impedance of air at the altitude of the399

source. The value of power is independent of rref as Psrc is inversely proportional to rref400

(equation 2). Equation 3 is valid for a point source in a non-absorbing medium, an as-401

sumption well satisfied here because absorption is negligible over the distance rref . Re-402

garding the density stratification, equation 3 outlines its importance. For instance at al-403

titude 10 km, the density is about one third its ground value, and therefore leads to an404

increase of acoustical power of a ratio nine. On the contrary, sound velocity varies only405

less than 15% and is therefore chosen constant, in agreement with the propagation as-406

sumptions. We can also estimate the associated energy of each source in the correspond-407

ing frequency band F and observation time window T as:408

E =
P

2πF
. (4)

To calculate the total power and energy of a flash, we simply sum the value of all409

detections410

Ptot =
∑
flash

P, (5)

Etot =
∑
flash

E . (6)
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3 Spatial distribution of acoustical power411

3.1 Application on two typical EXAEDRE events412

Fourty-three EXAEDRE events from both September 17th and October 2nd thun-413

derstorms were reconstructed including positive and negative Cloud to Ground (CG) strokes,414

as well as Intracloud (IC) discharges. For September 17th, 2018, we chose c0 equal to415

350 m/s. This one corresponds to the average value of Vh equal to 349.4 m/s, measured416

for ambient noise in the absence of thunder, thus corresponding to the speed of sound417

of remote noise sources arriving with an almost zero degree elevation angle. It is also in418

agreement with the ground temperature 28.6◦C measured at the beginning of the storm.419

This one decayed slowly during the storm down to 20◦C. For October 2nd, 2018, we chose420

c0 equal to 340 m/s for similar reasons. We show here two lightning flash reconstruc-421

tions as examples: event E.4, a -CG on September 17, 2018 at 11:55:56.757 UTC (fig-422

ure 3.a) ; and event E.34, a +IC from the same day at 13:42:24.586 UTC (figure 3.b).423

Event E.4 is the one already chosen for figure 2, but with a longer time interval analyzed424

including a third, more distant, return stroke. These two examples have been selected425

because they are of different types (a -CG versus a +IC) while having a similar total power426

Ptot of about 3 MW, close to the mean value of all events we analyze.427

Figure 3.a shows the reconstruction for event E.4 with sources now colored by their428

acoustical power. Météorage identifies three -CG strokes located along a S-W to N-E axis429

and with peak current decreasing in time (see table S1 in Supporting Information). As430

already discussed, the first two are clearly reconstructed by acoustics with sound sources431

all along the return stroke channels from the ground up to the two charged layers inside432

the thundercloud. These ones are also well identified acoustically (see the S-N vertical433

projection in figure 3.a), at altitudes about 3 and 5 km for respectively the negatively434

and positively charged layers. However, their south-westward extension is not reconstructed435

by acoustics as it goes vertically over the AA array. The acoustical reconstruction of the436

third -CG stroke is more diffuse, and seems to be inclined in the S-E to N-W direction437

from the top charged layer to the ground, with a W-E extension of about 3 km and a438

S-N one of about 2 km. The corresponding Météorage ground detection appears located439

under its upper part rather than at its ground impact. In between, (see the SAETTA440

points located above the 6 km in SN/altitude projection, each charged layer shows a con-441

tinuous though less dense SAETTA reconstruction, but with almost no acoustical de-442

tection. The two IC Météorage detections correspond to the position of the upper part443

of the main return stroke and to the area of most dense SAETTA observations. The 3D444

localization of acoustical power outlines that the most energetic sound sources are lo-445

cated within the three return strokes. The source with maximum power reaches 61.8 kW446

(localized at 993 m altitude) for the first stroke, 12.8 kW (at 687 m alt.) for the second447

one, and 0.8 kW (at 1717 m alt.) for the third one. The main peak of the RMS pressure448

(see figure 2.a) is due to the lower part of the first CG (see the dark blue sources cor-449

responding to the first detections in figure 2.b. Then, successively, several secondary peaks450

are detected, corresponding respectively (in their order of arrival) to the middle (around451

2 km altitude) then the top (around 3.5 km altitude) of the first CG (see figure 2.a and452

also figure S1 in Supporting Information for another presentation). The same sequence453

of three peaks is observed emanating from the second CG at about the same altitudes.454

The last peak emanates from the bottom of the last CG. In between we observe two small455

peaks due to the lowest intracloud charged layer. However, all intracloud sources (those456

with altitude above 4 km) have an acoustical power below 2.7 kW (peak value correspond-457

ing to the top of the second return stroke at 4.6 km in altitude).458

For event E.34 reconstructed in figure 3.b, Météorage detected 6 +ICs (see table459

S2 in Supporting Information), all located in a narrow zone right under a vertical intr-460

acloud discharge connecting the lower and the upper charged layers. These two layers461

obviously include both VHF and acoustical sources. The median altitudes of each layer462

is detected at 6600 m and 11080 m by SAETTA, 7160 m and 11840 m by acoustics, with463
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similar layer thicknesses of the order of one kilometer. Assuming the EM and acoustics464

layers should be roughly at the same altitude heights, this observed shift can be explained465

by the simplifying assumption of a constant speed of sound, which tends to overestimate466

the propagation distance. Taking into account a standard, mild, vertical temperature467

profile (−6.5 K/km) tends to reduce this difference. Sharper gradients occurring in case468

of storm, where cold air in altitude contrasts with hotter air near the ground, are expected469

to further reduce this difference. This uncertainty has however moderate impact on the470

evaluation of power. The most sensitive factor is the density ratio at power 2, which in-471

creases by 20% for an over-evaluation of one kilometer of altitude. Adding a 10% un-472

certainty in terms of distance, this provides an overall estimation of the precision of the473

power calculation for the highest sources of about 30%, lower ones being more precise.474

The most intense sound sources are localized within the top positively charged layer, as475

could be expected for a +IC events (maximal power 17.8 kW at Z = 12.34 km). They476

correspond to the second peak detected at the station AA (see figure S2 in Supporting477

Information) with the highest amplitude (0.08 Pa). The first peak of lower acoustical478

detected amplitude (0.06 Pa) comes from the low negatively charged layer and arrives479

earlier because of its lower altitude (see figure 3.b). This layer has a source of maximal480

power 3.2 kW at altitude Z = 8.62 km. This peak is well located above Météorage main481

detection and also matches with the positions of SAETTA detections connecting the two482

charged layer. On the contrary, the main acoustical peak is located closer to AA. Note483

that if we assume a relatively intense acoustic source, located at the vertical of Météorage484

detection and at about 11 km of altitude (mean SAETTA altitude of the upper charged485

layer), this virtual acoustical source would arrive at about the same time as the actu-486

ally measured main peak.487

For these two cases E.4 and E.34, Appendix B presents the rms pressure envelope488

of coherent signals first back-propagated from the array AA to their PMCC-detected sources,489

and then forward-propagated from these sources to the various isolated sensors SA. The490

reasonable agreement with the signal measured there, both in terms of amplitude and491

shapes, further confirms the validity of our approach.492

The total acoustical power of these two events is respectively 3.0 MW and 2.9 MW.493

Without compensating for absorption and stratification, these powers would have been494

equal respectively to 2.0 MW and 264 kW. For the CG event (E.4), whose main sources495

are located in the return strokes, the influence of absorption and stratification over the496

total power value is significant (an augmentation of a factor 1.5). For the IC event (E.34),497

it dramatically increases the power of a factor almost 11 due to the high altitude of the498

main sources. The influence of considering the absorption and stratification is quanti-499

fied in section 4.2 for all the measured events.500

3.2 Other types of flashes501

The method of sound flash power evaluation using 3D localisation of sources pre-502

sented in details for two examples has been applied to the 78 flash events of our database.503

In the present section, we first present 5 additional cases, in order to emphasize the vari-504

ability of either the structure of the acoustical power distribution, its total value, and505

to introduce the different categories of events we dispose of. We respectively present a506

powerful +CG (52.4 MW) that gave rise to a sprite event (S.8, 2012-10-22), a moderate507

+IC event (0.7 MW), also from SOP1 campaign but from another storm (S.29, 2012-10-508

26), a moderate (1 MW) -CG from EXAEDRE (E.2, 2018-09-17) showing a power distri-509

bution very different from E.4, a +CG event (E.12) on the same day with a low acous-510

tical power of 0.2 MW, and finally a -CG event of moderate power 1.1 MW from the last511

day of EXAEDRE campaign (E.35, 2018-10-02) with a very low density of lightning. Fig-512

ure 4 shows the projection in the W-E vertical plane for these 5 events. Their 3D pro-513

jections are shown in Figures S6 to S10 in Supporting Information. The forward-propagation514
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Figure 3: 3D acoustical reconstructions colored by the acoustical power of each source
(colored dots). Météorage EM-LF ground detections (blue triangles for CGs, orange trian-
gles for ICs, upward/downward for +/- peak current) and SAETTA EM-VHF detections
(black dots). Symbol for Météorage reference detection is larger. IC symbols are arbitrar-
ily located at top altitude in vertical projections, except for the reference one. Black star:
acoustical array AA at the origin. For each event (a: E.4 - b: E.34) horizontal projection.
Above it: West-East vertical projection. At its right: South-North vertical projection.
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of 3D power mapping towards isolated sensors for EXAEDRE events described in Ap-515

pendix B is shown in Figures S3 to S5.516

Event S.8 (dated 2012-10-22 at 23:33:50.323, figure 4.a) is a +CG that gave rise517

to jellyfish sprites, analysed by Soula et al. (2015). Such events are labelled as +SPCGs518

(SP for ”Sprites”). In EXAEDRE, no strong +CG comparable to this event was observed.519

Its total power is 52.4 MW, with a single reconstructed return stroke reasonably match-520

ing the main EUCLID CG ground detection. When comparing to the analysis of (Soula521

et al., 2015) (cf their figure 9 in section 4.2), one observes that acoustic detections are522

co-localized with almost all of the VHF detections occurring before the +SPCG event523

(blue and red dots on their figures 9.b and 9.e), with sources of highest acoustical power524

being co-localized with VHF detections just before the +SPCG (about 200 ms before,525

the red dots and the latest blue dots on their figures). This event also contains a sec-526

ond +SPCG stroke, with almost identical peak current (75.5 vs 75.7 kA), which is de-527

tected acoustically (see Figure S6 in Supporting Information) though it is quite distant528

from AA (29 km). For this second +SPCG, much less acoustical power is evaluated (3 MW),529

but this value is to be considered with caution given the large distance of observation530

(Gallin et al., 2016). No acoustical source is detected between the two +SPCG though531

VHF sources are observed. This may be due to a masking effect. The most powerful acous-532

tic source (297 kW) is located within the lower charged layer, at 5.0 km in altitude (fig-533

ure 4.a), in agreement with (Soula et al., 2015). This layer also contains most of the flash534

acoustical power. Nevertheless, powerful sources are also located within the reconstructed535

return stroke with maximum power 116 kW at 1.95 km in altitude. For the second +SPCG,536

peak of acoustical power is located around 7.6 km (see Figure S6 in Supporting Infor-537

mation) again in agreement with electromagnetic observations of (Soula et al., 2015).538

The second event S.29 (dated 2012-10-26 at 20:35:58.856, figure 4.b) is a +IC of539

moderate total power 655 kW. The maximum point source power is 1.8 kW at 5 km in540

altitude, contrarily to event E.34. From East to West, one can distinguish first a source541

distribution inside the lower charged layer between 4 km and 6 km in altitude (the source542

of peak power is located at its easternmost). Then there is a vertical connection to the543

upper charged layer, occurring between 3 km and 5 km in the West direction of the ar-544

ray, with a significant proportion of acoustical power at the basis of this connection, down545

to 2 km in altitude. Then, an upper layer around 9 km in altitude extends Westward.546

Beyond 10 km in the West direction, there are detections in both layers and in between.547

The matching with HyLMA was already shown to be very satisfying by Gallin et al. (2016).548

The third event (E.2 dated 2018-09-17 11:51:32.449, figure 4.c) is a -CG with a sin-549

gle reconstructed return stroke clearly matching the two very close -CG Météorage de-550

tections. The total acoustic power is 1.0 MW, close to average (see following section for551

a histogram of total power of all events). SAETTA reconstructions outline two charged552

layers extending in the eastern direction. The lower one, around 5 km altitude, is barely553

acoustically visible, while the top one (around 7 km altitude) is clearly reconstructed with554

a W-E extension of about 2 km. Another noteworthy feature is the presence of the most555

powerful source above 5 km in this positively charged upper layer with a peak value of556

26.1 kW at 6.5 km. This is different from event E.4, for which most acoustical power was557

localized in the lower part of return strokes. This powerful source seems also to match558

the ground projection of a -IC Météorage detection (less than 500 m difference in both559

W-E and S-N directions). Below 5 km, the return stroke shows a tiny zone of powerful560

sources with a maximum value of 21.9 kW around 4 km in altitude, higher than for the561

previously studied E.4 event.562

The fourth event (E.12 dated 2018-09-17 12:31:58.298, figure 4.d) is a +CG (peak563

current Imax = +21.7 kA). It shows a low total acoustic power of 241 kW, with the most564

powerful sources located in the upper part of the lighting flash, above 6 km in altitude.565

The maximum source power is only 1.3 kW at altitude 12.45 km. All sources below 4 km566

are extremely weak, less than 11 W. Despite this, there is a clear return stroke well lo-567
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calised with Météorage ground detection. Moreover, matching with SAETTA detections568

is excellent including the top layer at altitude between 10 km and 12 km. The connec-569

tion between the two layers is visible both with SAETTA and acoustics, and matches570

several Météorage +ICs. The quality of the acoustical reconstruction of this event is re-571

markable despite its low acoustical power. This is also confirmed by the back-propagation572

to other sensors SA (see Supporting Information in Figure S4).573

For the last detailed event (E.35 dated 2018-10-02 14:18:25.877, figure 4.e), three574

Météorage -CG return strokes are acoustically reconstructed (no IC detection was recorded575

by Météorage for this event). The one with the highest number of acoustical detections576

is the most westward one (i.e. the closest to AA). It corresponds to the third Météorage577

CG detection with the highest peak current and it is reconstructed down to the ground.578

For the remaining two, acoustic sources are identified only at altitudes above 1 km. There579

are also many more acoustical detections than SAETTA ones. The low number of VHF580

sources is explained by the compact flash structure which exhibits a rather limited ver-581

tical extension, and by the rather short duration of the VHF signal recorded by up to582

9 VHF antennas. SAETTA VHF detections are almost all located in the SW quadrant583

relative to the main CG, at altitudes between 2.5 and 4.5 km in agreement with acous-584

tic detections in this area. However, acoustics extends the identification of this lower layer585

in the north direction. The order of arrivals at AA is inverse to their emission time (see586

table S3 in Supporting Information). As for E.4 but contrarily to E.2, most powerful acous-587

tical sources are located within the return stroke channel relatively near the ground (fig-588

ure 3.b). Examining them according to their arrival time (which is also their position589

from West to East), the source of maximum power of the first one is 5.4 kW emitted at590

Z = 973 m, then 30.9 kW emitted at Z = 1.62 km for the second stroke, and 14.9 kW591

emitted at Z = 735 m for the last one. These last two strokes lead to the main peak592

of the RMS pressure at AA (see also figure S5 in Supporting Information). Above alti-593

tude 2.5 km all sources are of power less than 0.7 kW except two isolated points of power594

about 6.5 kW which cannot be clearly related to any return stroke.595

4 Total acoustical power596

4.1 Variability of the total acoustical power597

We computed the total acoustical power Ptot for the 78 studied events (35 for SOP1:598

24 -CGs, 9 +CGs and 2 ICs; 43 for EXAEDRE: 29 -CGs, 13 +CGs and 1 IC). Figure 5.a599

represents the distribution of its logarithm MP = log10(Ptot). This distribution shows600

a reasonable agreement with a Gaussian distribution for MP with a mean value of 5.96601

and a standard deviation of 0.80. This corresponds for the acoustical power Ptot to a me-602

dian power of about 0.91 MW with standard variations in the range 0.14 to 5.80 MW. All603

events previously examined are within that range, except event S.8, a powerful +SPCG.604

The main observation is the huge range of variation of the total power of the flashes, with605

slightly more than four orders of magnitude between the less energetic event (10.6 kW606

for E.13 -CG) and the most energetic one (165 MW for S.10 +CG). The most energetic607

event of EXAEDRE is E.33 (-CG) with 19.6 MW and the less energetic one of SOP1 is608

S.6 (+CG) with 79.8 kW. The three ICs (S.16, S.29, E.34) are in the middle range be-609

tween 0.12 and 2.86 MW. The mean value of SOP1 events (11.73 MW) is about nine times610

larger than the one of EXAEDRE (1.36 MW). Indeed, the SOP1 campaign shows more611

energetic events than the EXAEDRE one, with 3 SOP1 events larger than 40 MW (all are612

+SPCGs) and none for EXAEDRE, and 13 SOP1 events larger than 3 MW (5 +SPCGs613

and 8 -CGs) compared to 4 EXAEDRE event (4 -CGs). On the contrary, EXAEDRE614

shows most of the low energy events (8 +CGs and 10 -CGs of less than 0.3 MW) compared615

to SOP1 (1 +CGs and 4 -CGs of less than 0.3 MW). In figure 5.b, these data are sorted616

in four categories:617

• 8 +CGs generating sprites (Soula et al., 2015), labelled +SPCGs,618
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Figure 4: Same as 3 by with only West-East vertical projection. From top to bottom:
events S.8, S.29, E.2, E.12 and E.35
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• 50 typical CGs, labelled TCGs,619

• 3 typical +ICs, labelled ICs,620

• 17 events with ambiguous CG classification, labelled aCGs.621

The first category contains events, all dated from 22-23 October 2012, which is a622

very specific storm which generated at least 12 sprite events (Soula et al., 2015) within623

a one hour and a half time span. Among these events, 8 of them were acoustically re-624

constructed (the other four occurred too far away to be detected acoustically). The sec-625

ond category includes 50 events (only -CGs, except S.1 and E.12 +CG events) from both626

SOP1 and EXAEDRE campaigns (25 events for both). Their acoustical reconstruction627

of at least one return stroke matched satisfyingly with Météorage or EUCLID locations.628

The third category contains the three +IC events S.16, S.29 and E.34. As this is a very629

low number of events, we chose to not include these ICs to the correlation computations630

and power law adjustments in section 5. The fourth category contains 17 CG events (all631

from EXAEDRE, 10 dated September 17, 2018 and 7 dated October 2, 2018, 12 +CGs632

and 5 -CGs) for which no clear return stroke could be reconstructed acoustically despite633

a ±CG classification. These ones are labelled as ambiguous (aCGs). We therefore chose634

to exclude them from the correlation computations and power law adjustments in the635

section 5. Figure 5.b outlines that typical CG events follow the average distribution, while636

+SPCG events are all above the median value and include the three most powerful events.637

Ambiguous events are more widespread but are mostly below the median power value638

and include the four less powerful ones. ICs are too few to draw any conclusion.639

The overall observed variability of acoustical power over four orders of magnitude640

is comparable to the optical one. Lightning observation from satellite with a photodi-641

ode detector gives an optical power range of [108−1012] W (Kirkland et al., 2001), with642

a median value of 1 GW for 700, 000 events. Even more powerful events (in the range [1011−643

1013] W) were observed again from space by Turman (1977) and termed ”superbolts”.644

With VLF radio electric measurements, Holzworth et al. (2019) found the stroke energy645

spans over about 3 orders of magnitude above the mean energy (1 kJ). However, there646

are rare energetic events (above 1 MJ, less than 2% of occurrence), also named super-647

bolts, associated to very high peak currents, larger than 150 kA in absolute value, for648

both negative and positive return strokes. They are observed surprisingly most frequently649

over the sea, especially in the eastern North Atlantic and Mediterranean and in periods650

(from November to January) of overall low electric activity. For our observation cam-651

paigns, both storms occurred during September and October, months of low superbolts652

probability. SOP1 events are all overland, and peak currents are all below 150 kA ex-653

cept for one event (S.14). Therefore, no superbolt is included in our database. Thus, even654

more powerful events from an acoustical point of view could be possible, and the observed655

four orders wide variability of acoustical power may be underestimated: for low values656

because of SNR issues, and for high values due to the lack of superbolts. Note that event657

E.33 (a -CG with the highest absolute peak current 115.7 kA for EXAEDRE and a large658

acoustical power) occurred over the sea, right to the eastern Corsica shore: though not659

a superbolt, it nevertheless shows that powerful events can occur over the sea.660

When considering total acoustical energy Etot (equation 6), it ranges between 4×661

10−4 MJ and 1 MJ. For TCG events it is limited between 1.4×10−3 MJ and 1.4×10−1 MJ,662

so over a span narrower than acoustical power and with no Gaussian distribution. To663

compare, Holmes et al. (1971) report an acoustical energy in the range 1 MJ to 17 MJ664

for 20 CG events measured with a frequency spectrum extending up to 500 or 650 Hz665

(depending on the day) without compensating for absorption nor density stratification.666

This is somewhat higher than our values, maybe due (i) to the larger bandwidth, (ii) to667

the fact that in our case we consider only the coherent part of the signal. Note that Holmes668

et al. (1971) deduce from these values the spectrum frequency peak according to Few’s669

model (Few, 1969) and compare to the measured one, finding an acceptable agreement670

for negligible wind noise events. For this, they assume a conversion rate of 0.18% of to-671
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Figure 5: (a) Distribution of total power Ptot for all events, with a Gaussian fit (dash-
dotted line). (b) Comparison of the distributions for powerful +CG events generating
sprites (red), typical CG events (blue), +IC events (orange) or ambiguous events (white).

tal energy into acoustic one, and a stroke length of 4 km. The value of the conversion672

rate is controversial and is discussed in sections 11.2 and 11.3 of Rakov and Uman (2003).673

With almost the same method as Holmes et al. (1971), (Johnson et al., 2011) evaluates674

the total acoustical energy between 22 kJ and 2713 kJ in the [0.5−500] Hz band. Anderson675

et al. (2014) provide a much lower range between 0.2 and 12.6 kJ, estimated only from676

the very narrow band [6− 12] Hz, values compatibles with the ones from (Johnson et677

al., 2011) in the [1−10] Hz band. These are to our knowledge the only direct evalua-678

tions of acoustical energy.679

The WWLLN power PWLN is derived from the energy EWLN knowing the dura-680

tion of the time window of measurement (1.33 ms). This power is compared to the to-681

tal acoustical power for each studied event. The median value of the ratio Ptot

PWLN
of the682

acoustic total power (in the range [1−125] Hz) to the VLF total power (in the range683

[5−18] kHz) is found to be around 3.16. The first quartile is around 0.6 and the third684

quartile around 13 (excluding IC and ambiguous events). See Figure S11 in Supporting685

Information for the distribution of PWLN .686

4.2 Comparison with previous methods687

The signal process synthesised by equations 2, 3 and 5 is adapted from the method688

proposed by Holmes et al. (1971) and Johnson et al. (2011). There are however signif-689

icant differences: (i) only signals detected as coherent are taken into account thanks to690
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PMCC analysis, (ii) the analysis by frequency bands allows to compensate for absorp-691

tion, (iii) density stratification is taken into account, (iv) acoustical power is computed,692

in addition to energy. Moreover (v), in the method of Holmes et al. (1971), the energy693

of the signal measured by receiver at a time t is back-propagated to a single source at694

distance c0(t− tEM ). This assumes implicitly that the emitted signal is of sufficiently695

high frequency (close to a δ−Dirac function) so that there is no overlapping between the696

signal emanating from a source, and the signal emanating from a slightly closer source697

but having some finite duration. Obviously, this simplifying assumption cannot be sat-698

isfied for the low frequency part of the thunder sound signal that constitutes an impor-699

tant part of its content. This overlapping is taken into account by PMCC algorithm by700

considering time overlapping and by selecting coherent signal only.701

Figure 6 quantifies the proportion of the signal energy found by PMCC algorithm702

to be coherent between the four sensors of AA, relative to the average of the signal en-703

ergy measured by AA sensors704

τcoh =
4
∑
coh

(
P0
)2∑4

j=1

∑
all

(
P0j
)2 . (7)

Here P0 is the rms pressure found coherent by PMCC algorithm, while P0j is the rms pres-705

sure derived from the raw signal measured by sensor 0j of the array. At the numerator,706

the summation is performed only for the coherent detections from PMCC (index coh).707

At the denominator, it is done for all (T,F) couples (index all). The result is then av-708

eraged over the four AA sensors (sum over j). This coherence level is plotted versus the709

ground distance to the main LLS detection, with one symbol for each storm. Colors in-710

dicate the received average frequency weighted by coherent acoustic energy received at711

the array712

< F >=

∑
coh F

(
P0
)2∑

coh

(
P0
)2 . (8)

Obviously, one observes the coherence value is very dispersed. The median value713

is 0.65, but with extreme values between 0.04 and 0.92. Mostly, events from the storm714

of October 2, 2018 have a much lower coherence level (average 0.17 for ambiguous events,715

0.25 for others) than those from September 17, 2018 (average 0.68 for ambiguous events,716

0.72 for others) or from SOP1 (average 0.70). Among the events examined in details in717

section 3, we observe either high (E.4. E.12), median (E.2, E.34, S.29) and low (E.35,718

S.8) coherence values. The figure also indicates that incoherent events tend to have a719

lower average frequency. This likely shows that, as expected, higher frequencies are more720

likely to loose their coherence than lower ones. Also the array size is optimally tuned to721

frequencies around 10 Hz, and has been shown Lacroix et al. (2018) to detect less effi-722

ciently sources of higher frequency, especially in altitude. Also more powerful events tend723

to emit more intense high frequencies which therefore will have a better signal-to-noise724

ratio at the receiver and hence a higher coherency. However, some events very close to725

the sensor (less than 3 km) are of a relatively high frequency and get a low coherence level.726

This may be due to nearfield behavior linked to random tortuosity Lacroix et al. (2019).727

There is neither a clear link between coherence level and distance. Causes of low signal728

coherence may be signal masking by sources within the same flash (signals from two dif-729

ferent thunder sources arrive at the same time), masking by ambient thunder noise from730

previous flashes (but this is unlikely for EXAEDRE October storm with very few events)731

or noise due to wind. For EXAEDRE, wind data (measured during the same time in-732

terval as analyzed sound signal and at the same place, see Large Table 1 in Supporting733

Information) indicate a somewhat stronger wind in October compared to September (its734

mean value was twice as high in the storm of October 2 as in that of September 17), but735

some September events nevertheless have a higher coherence level than October ones,736

for comparable wind levels. Whatever, the figure shows that coherency has to be con-737

sidered as an important factor to analyze. Taking into account the entirety of the pres-738
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Figure 6: Coherence ratio versus ground distance, colored by mean frequency < F >.
Circle and hexagram markers are for the SOP1 storms (respectively 2012-10-22 or 23 and
2012-10-26), square and diamond markers are for the EXAEDRE storms (respectively
2018-09-17 and 2018-10-02).

sure signal at a single microphone to compute energy may incorporate signal that can739

be uncertainly attributed to a single source within the flash.740

Thanks to the combination of source identification and back-propagation, the in-741

fluence of absorption and density stratification are taken into account by our method,742

contrarily to previous ones. Figure 7 quantifies the importance of these two effects by743

plotting the ratio of the total power computed when taking them into account, to the744

total power evaluated when omitting them. This ratio is always larger than one. For many745

events, it is between one and three, corresponding to most -CGs events whose power is746

located mainly within the return stroke (as for event E.4) and therefore at small or mod-747

erate altitudes (up to a few kilometers). Values can be however much higher for +SPCGs,748

+CGs, +ICs or some -CGs, for which power is mostly within the intracloud lower or up-749

per layer (for event E.34 for instance), leading to ratio reaching almost 11. In all cases,750

the effect of density stratification is dominant over the one of standard absorption. The751

model of absorption is however limited to molecular relaxation. Absorption by cloud droplets752

(Baudoin et al., 2011) or scattering by atmospheric turbulence would further enhance753

the absorption, and therefore increase the source power when back-propagating signal.754

However these effects are difficult to quantify precisely, and are probably more sensitive755

at higher frequencies.756

To summarize, this discussion shows that errors on power evaluation when not con-757

sidering influence of correlation, stratification and absorption could typically range be-758

tween an overestimation of a factor 10 of the thunder power (in the case of a low alti-759

tude flash with a coherence level of the order of 10%) to an underestimation of a factor760

10 (high altitude flash with a coherence level of the order of 100%), e.g. two orders of761

magnitude uncertainty. Our method therefore significantly reduces this uncertainty. How-762

ever it is not perfect: (i) part of the signal found to be incoherent by PMCC may be phys-763
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Figure 7: Ratio of total power Ptot computed by taking into account atmospheric ab-
sorption and density stratification to total power computed without taking into account
them PHNAtot , as function of total power. Red triangles for +SPCGs; magenta triangles for
SOP1 TCGs; blue triangles for EXAEDRE TCGs; white triangles for EXAEDRE aCGs
(upward/downward triangles for +CGs/-CGs), yellow squares for +ICs.

ical thunder signal, (ii) only density stratification is taken into account and not the one764

in speed of sound or wind, and (iii) absorption may be underestimated. Ways to further765

improve it are discussed in the conclusion.766

5 Correlation between acoustical and electrical parameters767

Theoretically, the electrical current I(t) of a lightning can be related to the total768

energy per unit length El by the expression769

El =
1

πR2
0

∫ td

0

ρI2 dt, (9)

with R0 the initial radius of the lightning channel, ρ the plasma resistivity and td the770

discharge duration. According to (Troutman, 1969) and (M. A. Uman et al., 1970), most771

of the total energy is used for the thermodynamic work of channel expansion, which is772

directly at the origin of the shock wave formation leading to thunder emission. Acous-773

tical and electrical parameters are therefore expected to be fundamentally linked, so we774

can expect the variability of the acoustical power to be partly explained by the variabil-775

ity of some electrical quantities. Experimentally, Depasse (1994) observes the relation-776

ship777

El = 2.2

[∫ td

0

I2 dt

]0.64
, (10)

with a correlation coefficient between these tow quantities equal to 0.76 (corresponding778

to a coefficient of determination R2 = 0.5). This is obtained for 24 triggered lightning,779

triggering allowing to have a reliable measurement of I(t) and El being measured accord-780
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Table 2: Coefficients of determination R2 for linear regressions between the logarithms of
the acoustical and the electric parameters. For |Imax|, the first value is when considering
only events with a (i)CMC value, and the second value for all studied unambiguous CG
events.

R2 |iCMC| |CMC| |Imax|

Ptot 0.53 0.56 0.57 / 0.61
Pmax 0.21 0.22 0.43 / 0.52
Etot 0.46 0.54 0.47 / 0.54
Emax 0.33 0.43 0.35 / 0.38

Table 3: Synthesis of the correlations between the total acoustical power Ptot with peak
current Imax and CMC. Coefficient of determination R2, slope of the linear fit p, and con-
sidered number of events N for (i) +SPCG events, (ii) TCG events, (iii) both +SPCGs
and TCGs.

(R2 ; p ; N) +SPCGs TCGs Both

Ptot vs |Imax| (0.23 ; 1.07 ; 8) (0.59 ; 1.17 ; 50) (0.61 ; 1.33 ; 58)
Ptot vs |CMC| (0.70 ; 3.19 ; 8) (0.36 ; 0.61 ; 25) (0.56 ; 0.68 ; 33)

ing to Few’s model Few (1969) by the peak of the frequency spectrum. Thunder signal781

is measured in the very nearfield at 70 m from the lightning channel. Due to triggering,782

it is likely that observed events are only -CGs.783

In the present study, we only have access to the peak current Imax = max (I(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ td),784

and to the Charge Moment Change CMC which is proportional to the channel length785

and to the integrated current
∫ td
0
I(t) dt. Depasse (1994) also derived from measurements786

a relationship between the acoustic energy per unit volume Evol measured at the mi-787

crophone position and the peak current788

Evol = 1.31× I1.61max, (11)

again with a coefficient of correlation of 0.76.789

To establish correlations between acoustic and electric parameters, we consider all790

events from our database of natural flashes except the ambiguous ones. For these ones,791

we have doubts either on their signal-to-noise ratio, on the quality of their reconstruc-792

tion or on their proper classification as CGs. The number of considered events is there-793

fore 61, either ±CGs (and 3 +ICs) measured at distances up to a few tens of km. As794

parameters, we consider on the one side total acoustic power Ptot, total acoustic energy795

Etot, peak of acoustic power Pmax and peak of acoustic energy Emax; and on the other796

side peak current Imax, charge moment change (CMC) and impulse charge moment change797

(iCMC). Table 2 collects the coefficients of determination R2 for linear regression between798

the logarithms of these parameters. It shows that total values are always better corre-799

lated than peak ones, that total acoustical power is slightly better correlated than acous-800

tic energy, and that CMC is always slightly better correlated than iCMC. This is why801

we focus the discussion on the total acoustical power versus CMC and peak current. Note802

that CMC corresponds to an integrated value describing the whole electric discharge (see803

section 1.1.3) and appears therefore more adapted than iCMC to a comparison with the804

total acoustical power.805
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Figure 8: Acoustical power vs (a) absolute peak current or (b) absolute Charge Mo-
ment Change. Symbols: same as Fig.(7). Blue (resp. red) lines : fit with TCGs (resp.
+SPCGs) events. Interval between dashed lines contains 68% of data.
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In figure 8.a, the total acoustical power Ptot is represented as function of the ab-806

solute peak current |Imax|, provided by Météorage and EUCLID data for all 78 events.807

Figure 8.b, displays Ptot versus the absolute charge moment change |CMC| for the 31808

events (16 from SOP1 and 15 from EXAEDRE) for which this last quantity could be mea-809

sured. For both cases, a linear regression on logarithmic scale is computed: (i) for the810

8 +SPCG events, (ii) for the typical CGs, and (iii) for both categories. Results are sum-811

marized in table 3 where we provide the coefficient of determination R2, the slope p of812

the linear fit, and the considered number of events N . The fits for TCGs are also vis-813

ible in figure 8, and also the Ptot vs |CMC| fit for +SPCGs only.814

The results of these correlations between total acoustical power with either CMC815

or peak current enable us to notice that the correlations are similarly good for the two816

electrical parameters CMC and Imax when considering all the events (with respectively817

R2 = 0.56 and R2 = 0.61). However, this is likely not due to the same events: on the818

one hand, the total acoustical power of +SPCG events correlates significantly with their819

CMC (R2 = 0.70), but poorly with their peak current. On the other hand, the total820

acoustical power of TCG events correlates badly with their CMC but significantly with821

their peak current (R2 = 0.59). Moreover, for TCGs, the obtained power p = 1.17 of822

the correlation relation between acoustical power versus peak current is very close to the823

power p = 1.21 deduced from observations of Depasse (1994) (combining its equations824

(11) and (17) or Eq.(10)). Let us recall that in both cases an energetic quantity at the825

source is considered, either the injected energy per unit length El or, here, the acous-826

tical power. This power differs from the value p = 1.61 (from Eq.11) observed for an827

energetic quantity at the receiver. We can therefore conclude that our results fully agree828

with those of Depasse (1994), but now for 50 natural TCGs lightning observed during829

four different storms at distances up to a few tens of km, in complement of 24 triggered830

lightning observed at 70 m. Our range of observed peak current is also slightly larger,831

between 3 kA and more than 100 kA, instead of a range 4.5 to 49.9 kA for Depasse (1994).832

The observed correlation for typical CGs is also coherent with reported correlations be-833

tween the peak current and optical power measured either from the ground for triggered834

(Idone & Orville, 1985) and natural (Quick & Krider, 2013) lightning in the range [1−835

40] kA, or from space (Kikuchi et al., 2017) in the range [7−88] kA. However, Imax pa-836

rameter alone cannot be sufficient to explain all observations, and in particular the de-837

viations from the fit. The model of da Silva and Pasko (2014) (see their Figure 3a) shows838

a linear relationship between the acoustical pressure and the peak current, but with a839

slope highly dependant on the duration of the strong current phase (i.e the duration of840

the peak current sustain in the current temporal waveform). For a given Imax value, the841

pressure can vary by a factor 2.5. Their model is however limited to 2 kA, while our typ-842

ical peak current values are about 10 to 100 times higher for most of the CG events. We843

therefore can expect even larger sensitivities to the detailed time dependency of the cur-844

rent.845

The observed difference between TCGs and +SPCGs might be explained by the846

fact that the peak current measurement is known to undergo a higher uncertainty for847

positive discharges, whereas CMC is known for well describing the +SPCG events (Pasko848

et al., 2012). The good correlation between acoustical power and CMC was already no-849

ticed by Lacroix et al. (2018) for 7 of the present 8 +SPCGs. For these events, a fit was850

given for the acoustic energy per stroke length measured at the microphone position; there-851

fore it did not compensate for effects of distance, absorption and density stratification.852

Nevertheless, the obtained value of power p = 4 of CMC is not very different from the853

present power p = 3.19. We also observe that CMC values of all +SPCG events (in the854

range 780 to 2980 C km) are one or two orders of magnitude larger than CMCs of all other855

events (in the range 8 to 320 C km). We can conclude that Imax is the most efficient elec-856

trical parameter we get to describe the typical CGs. For +SPCGs, it is more difficult857

to conclude given the small number of events. However, it provides an indication that858

CMC may be a parameter of interest for +SPCG events.859
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We can complement this analysis by comparing the correlation between the total860

acoustical power and the peak current for events with a total acoustical power either larger861

or smaller than 1 MW. By doing so, we obtain respectively R2 = 0.50 and R2 = 0.04.862

It might mean that events of lowest power are more difficult to estimate acoustically due863

to their low SNR. However, most of these low power events are of ambiguous classifica-864

tion and some of them could be indeed ICs for which we could expect also a different865

behavior from CGs. Several ambiguous events (and also two of our three certain +ICs)866

are nevertheless within the range of uncertainty (within the dashed lines of figure 8.a)867

yfit ± σ with σ = δ × yfit, δ being the relative difference. This value δ = 0.8 is cho-868

sen so that 68% of the data are within this interval. A few more ambigous events (and869

also +IC E.34) are even above the upper bound, as do also five of the 8 +SPCGs. Note870

that this value of δ means an error ratio between 1− δ = 0.2 and 1 + δ = 1.8. This is871

consistent with the results of Appendix B where one observes a ratio of measured to re-872

constructed peak pressures in the range [0.5−1.5], so in the range [0.25−2.25] for acous-873

tical power. Finally, one can note that the VLF power from WWLLN is known for be-874

ing a good estimator of the peak current value - see equation 2 in (Hutchins et al., 2012),875

confirmed by figure S12 in Supporting Information for our data (with R2 = 0.73). How-876

ever, although total acoustical power correlates well with peak current, it does not cor-877

relate so clearly with VLF power, with an R2 coefficient equal to 0.36 only (see figure878

S13 in Supporting Information). Consequently, total VLF power cannot be a good di-879

rect estimator of the total acoustical power.880

Conclusion881

Acoustic data from EXAEDRE campaign in Corsica (2018) are analysed for two882

storms, much more active than those previously studied (SOP1, Cévennes, 2012). Us-883

ing standard methods of acoustical source detection in addition to electromagnetic re-884

construction (VHF) and ground impact localization (LF), we are able to reconstruct the885

3D spatial distribution of sound sources of a lightning flash and compensate for the main886

propagation effects (spherical spreading, attenuation and density exponential stratifica-887

tion). Assuming each detection is a point source, we estimate the distribution of acous-888

tical power within a large number (78) of natural flash events. We also show the impor-889

tance of considering only coherent field in the microphone signals, and of compensating890

sound absorption and (most important) density stratification. In some cases, energy of891

coherent signal can be less than 10% of the total one, while density stratification increases892

the source power by a ratio of 10 when power peak is located in upper charged layer.893

We therefore propose here a 4D reconstruction of lightning flashes, adding the phys-894

ical variable of acoustical power to the 3D geometrical position of the sources. This al-895

lows us to analyze firstly the distribution of the total power of each event. It spans over896

more than four orders of magnitude (from 10.6 kW to 165 MW), similarly to previous ob-897

servations in optics and electromagnetics. Secondly, the spatial distribution of the ra-898

diated power inside each event appears highly variable. Some events are quite homoge-899

neous. However, for a majority of cases, acoustical power is very localized in tiny sec-900

tions of the return stroke channel. This observation contradicts the common hypothe-901

sis used for thunder models of homogeneous distribution of acoustical energy inside flashes902

(Few, 1969; Ribner & Roy, 1982; Anderson et al., 2014; Lacroix et al., 2019). Other events903

also show a localization of acoustical power rather in the intracloud layers.904

The total acoustical power of flashes shows a reasonably good correlation with some905

electromagnetic parameters. First, for most CG events, we observe a good correlation906

with peak current. This therefore agrees with literature results obtained either for a smaller907

number of triggered flashes (Depasse, 1994) or for a single triggered event leading to suc-908

cessive discharges (Wang et al., 2022). Except for two cases, all the +CG events we ob-909

serve are acoustically powerful events, that gave rise to sprites (Soula et al., 2015). For910

this group, correlation is observed with Charge Moment Change, in agreement with a911
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previous observation (Lacroix et al., 2018). For this type of events, correlation with peak912

current turns out very weak, as does correlation with CMC for typical -CGs. The num-913

ber of observations for this kind of rare events, is however limited to 8 cases only, and914

further data would be necessary. Similarly, ascertained ICs are too few to establish any915

correlation with electrical parameters. There finally remains the group of ambiguous events916

(initially classified by LLS analysis as CGs but with no clear acoustical ground connec-917

tion). These ones are generally of lower acoustical power, do not show a clear correla-918

tion with the peak current, and have a too small CMC to be measurable.919

Future research will aim to improve the 4D reconstruction of the flashes on the one920

side, and to better understand the power variability on the other side. The use of sev-921

eral acoustic arrays instead of one will allow to perform 4D reconstruction under var-922

ious observation angles. This could enable us to either better understand the influence923

of propagation effects (mostly wind and temperature gradients, and wind bursts), or to924

compensate for it by an averaging process. Another unknown meteorological effect is the925

absorption by water droplets or by ice in clouds, which is suspected to increase sound926

absorption (Baudoin et al., 2011) and therefore acoustical power, but which needs ex-927

perimental validation. Increasing the bandwidth of acoustic measurements in the high928

frequency range will provide a more precise localization and quantification of the acous-929

tical power. In particular, according to Few’s model (Few, 1969), it will better capture930

the frequency peak of events of low intensity such as intracloud flashes. This could be931

done by designing arrays of various sizes adapted to various frequency ranges. Acous-932

tical 4D reconstruction could be also complemented by optical measurements with the933

aim to detect local variations of temperature within return strokes. The use of several934

sensors could also provide a better understanding of the variation of thunder amplitude935

or energy with distance of observation. Improved models of thunder will be useful to un-936

derstand its correlation with various electrical parameters, including some not explored937

here (for instance current versus time instead of simply peak current, or local conduc-938

tivity). These models may be specific for different types of flashes (-CGs, +CGs, +SPCGs,939

ICs, superbolts...) and should be able to predict the observed heterogeneous distribu-940

tion of acoustical power.941
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band Fmin [Hz] Fmax [Hz] F [Hz] δT[s]

1 1.000 1.202 1.101 8.2
2 1.202 1.445 1.324 6.9
3 1.445 1.738 1.592 5.9
4 1.738 2.089 1.914 5.0
5 2.089 2.512 2.301 4.2
6 2.512 3.020 2.766 3.6
7 3.020 3.631 3.325 3.1
8 3.631 4.365 3.998 2.7
9 4.365 5.248 4.807 2.3
10 5.248 6.310 5.779 2.0
11 6.310 7.586 6.948 1.8
12 7.586 9.120 8.353 1.6
13 9.120 10.965 10.042 1.4
14 10.965 13.183 12.074 1.3
15 13.183 15.849 14.516 1.2
16 15.849 19.055 17.452 1.1
17 19.055 22.909 20.982 1.0
18 22.909 27.542 25.225 1.0
19 27.542 33.113 30.328 1.0
20 33.113 39.811 36.462 1.0
21 39.811 47.863 43.837 1.0
22 47.863 57.544 52.704 1.0
23 57.544 69.183 63.364 1.0
24 69.183 83.176 76.180 1.0
25 83.176 100.000 91.588 1.0

Table A1: Detailed parameters for PMCC frequency bands and time windows used in this
work.

Appendix A PMCC configuration961

We detail the configuration of the PMCC algorithm used with the SOP1 and EX-962

AEDRE data analysed in the presented work. As shown in section 2.1, the cross-correlation963

analysis on the signals measured by the four sensors is performed after frequency-filtering964

them. Chebyshev bandpass filters of order 2 between Fmin and Fmax are used, with a965

ripple of 0.01 dB within the useful narrow-band. The frequency bands are logarithmi-966

cally distributed from 1 to 100 Hz as shown on Table A1, giving Fmin, Fmax and the mean967

frequency F (chosen for computing the absorption). The cross-correlation calculations968

are performed on sliding time windows whose duration (δT ) varies as a function of F .969

The last column of Table A1 also gives these durations. Two successive time windows970

associated to a given frequency band have an overlap ratio of 90%. The high overlap-971

ping rate of time windows allows a high sampling rate of the signal. A Chebyshev fil-972

ter for frequency windows enables PMCC algorithm to detect a high number of coher-973

ent sources. As a counterpart, the frequency bands overlap significantly : for each band,974

the filter value approaches one between Fmin and Fmax, but decays smoothly beyond.975

These choices are similar to those of Lacroix et al. (2018). The PMCC output RMS pres-976

sure amplitudes, amplified due to this overlapping, are compensated according to the method977

described in Garces (2013) to avoid any overestimation.978
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Appendix B Using acoustic power mapping to evaluate thunder979

One application of the 3D acoustic power mapping proposed in this work is to eval-980

uate when and how thunder signals are measured at isolated sensors, here the 8 isolated981

sensors SA described in section 1.1.1 and all located within a 10 km radius of AA. By in-982

verting the process of back-propagating the RMS coherent pressure measured in AA to983

its acoustical source, we can also then forward-propagate it from the source to any sen-984

sor SA and predict there the envelope of the RMS pressure, compared to the actual mea-985

surement. Here, the purpose is not to obtain a perfect matching, since the propagation986

remains simplified and the isolated microphones could receive other signals from coher-987

ent or incoherent nearby acoustical sources. But we intend to recover some key prop-988

erties of the predicted envelope in the measured one. This process is illustrated for the989

events E.4 in figure B1 and E.34 in figure B2, and in figures S3 to S5 in Supporting In-990

formation for events E.2, E.12 and E.35.991

With the same assumptions as for back-propagation, one deduces from each coher-992

ent pressure signal P0 measured at AA for a given time window and frequency band, its993

corresponding value at sensor SAn994

Pn =
r0
rn

√
ρ0(z0)

ρ0(zn)
exp (−α× (rn − r0))× P0, (B1)

where zn is the altitude of sensor SAn and z0 = 38 m the one of AA. The highest sen-995

sor is at 258 m, so the effect of density stratification is negligible in this case, but not the996

one of atmospheric absorption.997

The arrival time Tn and the distance rn from the source to the sensor are linked998

by the relation999

Tn = tEM +
rn
c0

= T +
rn − r0
c0

. (B2)

For a given time Tn, the envelope value is obtained as the quadratic sum of Pn pressures1000

over all frequency bands. This process is illustrated for the event E.4 in figure B1. For1001

all sensors AA and SAn (n = 1 to 8), the reconstructed and measured RMS pressure en-1002

velopes are represented (black line for the estimation, magenta for the measurement).1003

For each sensor, we indicate its ground distance and its azimuth relative to the main Météorage1004

detection. We also present a top view of the location of the various sensors and of the1005

reconstructed sources colored by their acoustical power P (in Watt) defined by equation1006

3. We observe a reasonably good agreement between the measured and reconstructed1007

envelopes in terms of general shapes. For amplitudes, the ratio of the reconstructed to1008

measured main peaks is between 0.94 (station AA) and 1.96 (station SA2), which is ac-1009

ceptable given the many uncertainties and simplifying assumptions we made. Only at1010

the relatively distant microphones SA6 and SA7 is the reconstructed signal strongly over-1011

estimated. Note also that sensors 1 to 6 are situated in the foothills of Corsica moun-1012

tains that are here around 800 m high in this region. Topography effects may perturb1013

the propagation, especially for event E.4, for which the peak of sound power is located1014

only around one kilometer above sea level. We can observe that the agreement on the1015

amplitudes of the remaining part of the RMS envelope after the first peak is also sat-1016

isfactory, and that all measured secondary peaks are also predicted for SAn sensors. One1017

can however observe that some predicted secondary peaks are not clearly measured, es-1018

pecially when immediately following the main peak (see for instance SA3, SA4, SA1).1019

Some noticeable results are also presented for events E.34 on figure B2. This IC1020

event is acoustically less intense than the previous -CG, leading to measured amplitudes1021

in the range around 0.1 to 0.2 Pa compared to values up to 4 Pa for event E.4. These1022

overall levels are nevertheless reasonably well recovered by the reconstruction except at1023

sensors 6, 7 and 8. Sensors 7 and 8 are just beneath the flash (see [ref explaining why1024
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Figure B1: For event E.4, on top: map with position of isolated sensors SA (magenta
circles), acoustic array AA (magenta star) and horizontal projection of each reconstructed
source point (colored by its acoustic power, colorbar in logarithmic scale). On bottom:
comparison between the RMS pressure envelopes of measured signal (p̃n, magenta) and
of reconstructed sources (P̃n, black). Magenta arrows point main measured secondary
arrivals at SA.
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Table B1: Table of timeshifts δtn (in second) for which the envelopes show the best com-
parison.

event AA SA1 SA2 SA3 SA4 SA5 SA6 SA7 SA8

E.4 0 1.6 3.9 4 3 3.6 2.6 1.5 1.9
E.34 0.3 2.8 2.9 2.8 1.6 1.3 -2 -1.1 6

this relative source-array location is unfavorable for detection]), and sensor 6 is in the1025

most mountainous region. The reconstruction also predicts two main peaks. This dou-1026

ble peaked structure is clearly observed at sensor SA2. At the most distant sensor SA11027

the phase difference between the two predicted peaks is reduced so that they tend to merge,1028

in agreement with observation. However, for all presented microphones including AA, ear-1029

lier arrivals are measured but not well reconstructed. From AA we know they likely em-1030

anate from the closest reconstructed sources south of it (blue dots on figure 3.b, for x <1031

2 km on horizontal projection). Assuming the amplitude of these sources is underesti-1032

mated by the reconstruction, it may explain observed earlier arrivals, except at sensor1033

SA8. As a summary for this event, one can conclude that despite the relatively low sig-1034

nal amplitudes and small level of coherency, all RMS peaks derived from AA coherent re-1035

construction are indeed measured by SA sensors, though the opposite is not true.1036

Mismatches observed for some sensors were expected as our propagation model is1037

simplistic because it neglects temperature and wind gradients which obviously are all1038

the more important in a stormy atmosphere, uses a simple model of atmospheric absorp-1039

tion and neglects influence of topography. In particular, atmospheric gradients are dif-1040

ficult to predict (or even measure) at the small scales necessary to propagate acoustic1041

waves in the wavelength range 3.4 m (at 100 Hz) to 340 m (at 1 Hz). Also strong local1042

wind gusts are likely to occur and may induce important noise at some microphones, thus1043

degrading the SNR. It is important to note that these envelopes have been time shifted1044

of a quantity δtn to compensate for the main propagation uncertainties of the model:1045

(i) the slight desynchronization of various sensors SAn relative to AA, (ii) the errors on1046

Météorage localization (which can extend up to 1 km), (iii) the value of the sound speed,1047

(iv) the atmospheric heterogeneities in wind and temperature. The time shifts δtn are1048

computed for each sensor SAn by fitting the reconstructed and measured times of arrival1049

(TOA) of the main peaks of each event. Time delays δtn are given in table B1 for the1050

E.4 and E.34 events. Note this is the only adjustable parameter. The mean value of the1051

time shift is +2.04 s. The fact that it is positive is consistent with the mean temper-1052

ature decay with altitude: actual sound speed is likely to be overestimated by ground1053

sound speed. Hence, the reconstructed signal arrives too early and has to be time shifted1054

with a positive δtn. Assuming (i) a typical propagation distance between AA and source1055

plus between source and SA of 12 km, (ii) sources mostly between 0 and 10 km of alti-1056

tude, (iii) a temperature decay of 6.5 K/km, this leads to an average sound speed of about1057

330 m/s instead of 350 m/s and to a time shift equal to 2.08 s, comparable to the av-1058

erage value.1059

To summarize, the proposed method of 3D acoustic pressure mapping is shown in1060

this appendix to efficiently evaluate with a reasonable accuracy the pressure variations1061

within a 10 km range around the main acoustical array. Moreover, isolated sensors can1062

complement the information from this array.1063
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